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Post Workshop Comments
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These comments are filed by the Florida Industrial Cogeneration Association, the City of Tampa
and the Solid Waste Authority of Palm Beach County (collectively referred to herein as the
Florida Renewable Energy Alliance or FREA) pursuant to Commission directions offered at the
close of the renewable portfolio standards workshop held on December 3, 2008. For clarity, the
comments are identified “general” comments, or as responsive to the Navigant final draft report.

Promoting the development and use of renewable energy resources should never be divorced
from electric system reliability or the cost impact of such programs on Florida’s electric
consumers. While effectively balancing all three considerations is always important, today’s
deteriorating economic circumstances make it absolutely vital. In short, in order to establish a
sustainable and affordable renewable energy program in the State, the Commission’s RPS rule
must be bottom-line oriented - i.e., seek the lowest cost, lowest emitting and most reliability
supportive resources. The rule should, therefore, promote maximum energy production from the
most cost-effective renewable energy resources available, whatever they may be, and should
strongly support renewable energy production during peak demand periods.

As discussed below, there are certain fundamental flaws in Navigant Consulting’s November
2008 report to the Commission on Florida’s renewable energy potential. Even so, it is readily
apparent the waste heat, waste-to-energy and landfill-gas electricity production technologies
employed by FREA members are far more cost–effective than more exotic or unproven low-
carbon resources. Also, with generally high availability during peak periods, electric energy
produced by FREA’s energy resources serve two long-standing Florida energy goals by
enhancing system reliability and reducing reliance on peaking resource that are predominantly
natural gas-fired. The Commission’s final rule should attach a high priority to maximizing
production from these proven renewable resources.

Due to the short time period given to review the Navigant report, and the fact that even less
time was available to evaluate the presentations by Staff and Commissioner Skop, these
comments are only preliminary in nature and are not exhaustive. FREA reserves the right to
raise additional issues or expand upon issues raised herein.
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General Comments On Workshop Presentations and Discussions

--Preferential treatment for solar/wind – It is a given that solar and wind can only be expected
to operate at capacity factors in the range of 20% and are not likely to contribute significantly to
peak demand or to reductions in natural gas consumption. In contrast, most other renewable
technologies – specifically waste heat, waste-to-energy, biomass and landfill gas operate at
capacity factors in the range of 80%+ and contribute to peak demand reduction.

Simply treating solar and wind as equals to other technologies, the Commission is already
giving significant preferential treatment – a four to one multiplier – on a kWh/ kW basis.

--Solar and wind as clean energy resources – As noted above, solar and wind resources cannot
provide reliable capacity during system peaks - especially winter peak periods occurring in early
morning and late evening. (Refer to chart on page 8 of Tom Ballinger’s presentation.)

Accordingly, the impacts of the fossil-fueled generation that are used to supplement
solar/wind must be included in the environmental profile. Moreover because the fossil-
fueled generators used to supplement the peak hours are likely to be natural gas-fired, the
Legislative policy of reducing natural gas usage will not be met.

--Unbundling of renewable energy and RECs – The Legislature made it clear that each mWh of
electricity produced by renewable energy produces a REC - regardless of whether it is consumed
by the producer, sold to a utility or otherwise used. Several staff and Commissioner comments
suggested that RECs be bundled with energy and sold pursuant to a standard offer contract.

Bundling RECs with energy would be contrary to clear Legislative policy and intent.

--Use of standard offer contracts for RECs – Using standard offer contracts as the sole means
for a Florida renewable energy producer to sell renewable “attributes” presents two major issues.
First, from a practical standpoint, there is obviously a significant flaw in the standard offer
contracts as they currently exist or have existed over the past 10 to 20 years. To FREA’s
knowledge, only one fruitful standard offer has been executed since the early 1990s - and that
was for a small amount of capacity in the range of 10 mW. Second, from a legal standpoint, the
Commission may not be able to require a utility to pay a price for renewable energy that exceeds
the utility avoided cost. Clearly, however, the Commission can “encourage” a desired behavior
designed to result in the utility voluntarily paying more than avoided cost for non-energy
attributes, by use of clearly defined goals and significant penalties for failure to meet those goals.

For these reasons, as well as others, the bundling of RECs with the sale of electric energy
in a standard offer or otherwise in not consistent with either Florida or Federal law.

--Alternative compliance payments/penalties – It has been suggested and apparently assumed by
the Commission that such payments/penalties are not appropriate because the Commission has
no “mechanism” to hold and distribute such payments/penalties for investment in renewables.

A simple solution would be to return payments/penalties to the ratepayers as a per kWh
credit accounted for “below the line” to assure payments/penalties are borne by utility
stockholders and not the customers. There is no requirement that they be “invested”.
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--Impacts on Integrated Resource Planning (IRP) – It was suggested that an RPS may have an
adverse impact on utility IRP processes. Although FREA is unaware of any statutory or
regulatory requirement that specifically subject utilities to IRP, the combination of energy
conservation under FEECA, the “need” process under the PPSA, and Commission rate setting
and regulatory oversight may equate to an IRP requirement when taken as a whole. To that
extent, the utilities have alleged that they have implemented all cost-effective conservation under
FEECA since 1980 and have alleged in each need determination proceeding that the plant
proposed and ultimately built was/is the most cost-effective alternative available. Although
somewhat vague, staff comments seemed to indicate that more “conservation” should be done
and/or that conservation should be included as part of the RPS.

Because the existing IRP process (albeit a de facto one) has not encouraged significant
development of renewable energy resources, that failure cannot justify continuing to
suppress the addition of renewable energy resources by non-utility third-parties.

--Utility self-build vs. purchases of RECs from others – Again, although comments by staff and
Commissioners on this issue were somewhat vague, it seems there is support for the flawed
notion that while non-utilities can only sell renewable energy at “avoided cost”, a utility could
self-build so long as the cost is reasonable. Logically and in the sense of fairness, any utility
self-build option should be either tied to the same avoided cost pricing, terms and conditions
available to non-utility producers, or any utility self-build proposal should be subject to
competitive bidding by non-utilities in an open and transparent process.

Utility self-build options should be capped/limited to the same avoided cost pricing, terms
and conditions available to non-utility producers via the standard offer contracts then in
effect for such utility. If no “capacity” payments (COG-2) are available in such contract
then the utility would likewise not be entitled to capacity payments or any capital recovery,
but should be allowed only to recover an as-available energy payment per COG-1.

--Nuclear power as clean energy or renewable energy -- Clearly, the Florida statutory
provisions directing the Commission to implement an RPS for renewable energy defines what is
to be considered “renewable”. The Legislature’s definition does not include nuclear energy nor
does it refer to “clean” energy. While FREA does not object to nuclear energy where it is the
most cost-effective alternative available, the notion that nuclear energy is “clean” energy, or is
on a level equal to renewable energy, is debatable. If nuclear power is to be treated as the
functional equivalent of renewable energy, then the avoided cost pricing paid for renewable
should likewise be equal to the avoided cost of nuclear – both fixed and variable costs.

If nuclear energy is the most cost-effective alternative available then the utility - by virtue
of its “regulatory compact” with the citizens of Florida the State - is obligated and required
to build such nuclear power plants. There is simply no need for additional incentives such
as a REC or CEC (clean energy credit). However, if nuclear power is treated as the
functional equivalent of renewable energy, then the avoided cost prices paid for renewables
should likewise be equal to the avoided cost of nuclear – including fixed and variable costs.

--Assumed cost of solar PV vs. biomass – Staff presented slides indicating relative costs incurred
by a predominantly solar, predominantly biomass and mix of solar/biomass RPS over various
periods of time. The slides assumed a LCOE of $120 for biomass vs. $196 for solar. FREA
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would point out that the price used for solar in the staff’s presentation is only 40% of the price
forecast by FPL for the solar projects it has presented to the Commission. This large disparity
indicates an overly optimistic price scenario for solar – a scenario not likely to materialize vs. an
already demonstrated realistic price for biomass.

Staff’s cost comparisons should be revised to incorporate the projected costs for the FPL
solar projects as submitted to the Commission. It seems intuitive that if the solar prices
used by staff were increased by a factor of 2.5 (to match the FPL prices), the cost of the “all
solar” as well as the “solar/biomass” mix would become cost prohibitive and unfeasible.

Comments On Navigant Consulting’s Final Draft Report

--Pre-determined outcome -- It was the understanding of FREA that the purpose of the Navigant
report was to provide guidance to Commission staff and the Commission in crafting an RPS rule
that would comport with the Legislative mandates but be reflective of those technologies
germane to Florida. Unfortunately, the Navigant report pre-supposes that staff’s October 2 draft
rule is in effect, thereby forcing compliance with a proposed rule and resulting in nothing more
than a pre-determined outcome.

Unless Navigant provides an unbiased report without the pre-supposition of the staff rule,
the report is meaningless to Commission efforts to develop an RPS. Navigant should
provide an additional report absent any “fixed” assignment of energy percentages or dollar
expenditures to any technology and assuming free market forces will control.

--25%/75% and 75%/25% forced allocations – As noted previously, solar/wind are provided
essentially what is a four to one advantage over the technologies employed by FREA simply by
being considered on an equal footing. The additional forced allocations raise the preferential
treatment to an overall factor of more than sixteen to one (4 X 4 X?).

Neither the 25% vs. 75% Class I vs. Class II forced allocation of RECs, nor the 75% vs.
25% Class I vs. Class II forced dollar allocations are economically or practically efficient.
(See attached letter from Alfred E. Kahn regarding the economics of forced allocations.)

--Assumed “levelized cost of energy” (LCOE) – It is noted that the LCOE provided for several
of the FREA renewable energy technologies differ from or were developed independently of the
information/data provided to the Commission and Navigant. Accordingly, the LCOE numbers
are misleading and should not form the basis on which to determine costs or penetrations of the
various technologies in the Florida market. This constitutes one of a number of inaccuracies
reflected in the Navigant report, including among other things, the following: (i) assuming that
renewable assets will be deployed when renewable LCOE equals traditional fossil LCOE. While
such an assumption may be appropriate in competitive markets, it is not appropriate in regulated
monopoly markets where utility revenues are based on return on capital investment; (ii) making
overly optimistic projections regarding price declines in the installed costs of solar generation.
Navigant assumes a price decline in the range of 50% of current cost with no justification.

Navigant seems to assume that non-utility renewable energy producers are paid the utility’s
LCOE, when in fact they are paid the so-called avoided cost which is a fraction of the LCOE.
The assumptions employed seriously devalue the report for purposes of RPS development.
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--Categorizing technologies as Class I and Class II – It is uneconomic and unsubstantiated to
assume that Class I technologies are superior to Class II technologies and therefore should
command the greatest dollar investment. As noted previously, simply placing solar and wind on
the same level as FREA’s technology mix provides a four-to-one advantage.

If the Commission recommends a Class distinction, then waste heat, waste to energy and
landfill gas should all be places in the same of “higher” class as solar/wind as they are
either non-emitters or carbon neutral, and importantly, are not as likely to require
supplemental power from fossil-fueled generators during peak periods. (See attached letter
from Alfred E. Kahn regarding attributes of other technologies.)
______________________________________________________________________________

/s/ Richard A. Zambo

Richard A. Zambo, P.A.
2336 S.E. Ocean Boulevard, #309
Stuart, Florida 34996
Phone: 772 221 0263
Cell: 954 224 5863
FAX: 772 232 0205
email: richzambo@aol.com

Attorney for: Florida Industrial Cogeneration Association,
City of Tampa,
The Solid Waste Authority of Palm Beach County












